Physical activity is a key behavior to prevent chronic diseases (Schroeder, 2007). Although advances have been made in best methods for promoting physical activity (King, Buman, & Hekler, in press; Marcus et al., 2006), there is still much we do not understand. There is a strong need to develop physical activity interventions that promote not just physical activity during an intervention but also maintenance of physical activity after the intervention ceases. Previous research focused on behavioral maintenance has largely focused on group mean-difference analyses (Fjeldsoe, Neuhaus, Winkler, & Eakin, 2011). Specifically, results from a recent systematic review suggested that those trials that achieved maintenance (i.e., statistically significant difference between intervention and control at the end of an intervention that persisted during the follow-up period) tended to focus more on women, had more pretrial screening, and included more intensive interventions (e.g., longer duration, face-to-face contact, more intervention components, and follow-up prompts; Fjeldsoe et al., 2011).

Although the overall average in an intervention group may indicate significant differences relative to control, often
wide variability exists that is largely lost when focusing only on mean-level differences (see, e.g., Buman, Hekler, Bliwise, & King, 2011). For example, even among intervention trials that promote 18-month maintenance relative to control based on mean-difference analyses (Buman, Giacobbi, et al., 2011; King et al., 2007), there is wide variability of success and failure within both study arms. Research methods from other disciplines (e.g., engineering, computer science) are increasingly being explored within behavioral science (Collins, Murphy, & Strecher, 2007). In particular, a wide array of engineering methods, broadly labeled system identification, are used to create dynamical system models (Ljung, 1999), which have been proposed to better understand the impact of intervention components rather than intervention packages (Rivera, Pew, & Collins, 2007).

Because dynamical systems modeling has historically not been applied in behavioral settings, some considerations important to behavioral applications, such as the need to model the response of multiple participants under difficult experimental and measurement conditions, may seem to limit the usefulness of the method. However, systems modeling is based on the same principles as regression, and therefore, lessons from behavioral science (e.g., mixed model analyses for controlling for clustering effects) can be used to solve these issues and thus motivate future research (see Limitations section). These current limitations aside, dynamical systems modeling affords new opportunities beyond what traditional statistical approaches allow, including (a) a much wider range of mathematically modeled responses using low-order differential equations that are estimated from intensive longitudinal data; this includes responses that are often observed in behavioral interventions but are difficult to model via traditional behavioral science analytic techniques (see Glass, Wilson, & Gottman, 1975; Hayes, Barlow, & Nelson-Gray, 1999; and see Figures 1 and 2 for examples from system identification); (b) an explicit emphasis on creating mathematical models for understanding how a measured system functions, which results in strong internal validity for understanding exact mechanisms of change and dose–response relationships for an individual using a behavioral intervention; and (c) the direct utilization of these mathematical models in the creation of “closed-loop control systems,” which are central for systems that tailor an intervention relying on individual response, thus providing increasingly personalized and adaptive interventions (Nandola & Rivera, 2013; Rivera et al., 2007).

**Addressing Classical Methodological Challenges**

Behavioral science has classically used both methodological and statistical strategies to improve the overall precision of our behavioral models and intervention approaches. These strategies essentially seek to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (Ljung, 1999) by (a) reducing or redistributing the “noise” in a model, which are the measurement and extraneous factors occurring within the model, through randomization and statistical control techniques; or (b) increasing the “signal” in the model, which is the ground truth information about a relationship of interest in the model, through more potent interventions or more tightly controlled studies. Classically these models then undergo null hypothesis testing procedures to determine “if” the hypothesis of proposed relationship(s) has met an a priori, sometimes arbitrary, threshold of significance to determine its merit.

System identification is a distinct yet complementary approach to traditional hypothesis testing endeavors as its primary emphasis is on modeling variations and responses within temporal data, classically, within a single “system” (a single individual or a small aggregation of individuals). In comparison to hypothesis testing endeavors, improving the signal-to-noise ratio is achieved by using all of the available time-linked data for an individual and then modeling the variations in these data for an individual system over time.
This allows for a stronger signal by focusing on the dynamical system and interrelationships of model components within a single system over time. In contrast to hypothesis testing endeavors that explore if a relationship exists, dynamical systems modeling allows for explication on exactly “how” an individual system is functioning overall, thereby offering an important complement to hypothesis testing.

More explicitly, system identification and dynamical systems modeling, in particular, explores the transient responses of manipulated input variables (i.e., intervention components) and disturbance variables (i.e., time-varying covariates known to influence the outcome such as social norms for being active) on an outcome within a single case or N-of-1 time series context (i.e., idiographic; Deshpande, Nandola, Rivera, & Younger, 2011; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009; Rivera et al., 2007; Timms, Rivera, Collins, & Piper, 2012; Velicer, 2010). As the techniques are generally based on regression, they share some characteristics with more commonly used methods within behavioral science; however, dynamical systems modeling uses a wide variety of differential equation structures to mathematically model responses of intervention components and time-varying covariates. For example, it is plausible that the impact of an intervention component will initially be strong but gradually level off over time (e.g., see Figure 1). This response is called a first-order system within system identification and is difficult to model within current behavioral science analytic techniques but very basic response pattern within dynamical systems modeling. Indeed, this is only the starting point of a much wider range of possible responses that can be mathematically modeled within system identification (e.g., see Figure 2 for a first-order integrator system description, which models a delayed but then continuous increase response, along with models for understanding multiple-component feedback loop systems; Ljung, 2009, 2011; Oggunnaike & Ray, 1994).

As such, system identification offers an exciting complementary methodology for modeling time-intensive data. Because of the much greater flexibility for modeling, the resulting models have strong internal validity for mathematically describing exactly what occurred within a single system, such as a single person. Furthermore, many of the traditional requirements for statistical power to detect “significant” effects (i.e., large number of subjects) are not as relevant in dynamical systems. Because the analytic techniques were originally devised to model single systems, they are well suited to model individual response patterns to interventions when intensive repeated measures are gathered. Similar to how hypothesis testing individuals seek additional subjects to improve the signal-to-noise ratio, in system identification, increased “power” is achieved by gathering data more often and over a longer period of time within an individual (or via more potent signals such as stronger interventions). As such, the use of dynamical system modeling offers promise as an important analytic technique for supporting N-of-1 style experimental designs—an increasingly popular area of experimental inquiry within behavioral science (Smith, 2012).

Perhaps most exciting, the underlying mathematical models, particularly if generated from strong within-person experimental designs (e.g., designs that are conceptually similar to alternating treatment designs; see Barlow & Hayes, 1979) that include validation studies to determine external validity of the models, can be used to create closed-loop control systems—something that is not possible within traditional null hypothesis endeavors. Control systems are algorithms that can monitor an outcome of interest (e.g., physical activity), a person’s responsiveness to different intervention components (e.g., self-monitoring, attending intervention sessions focused on behavioral initiation training), and the impact of uncontrolled but influential and measurable factors on physical activity (e.g., weather patterns, or social norms of family and friends related to being active) and, based on all of those factors, provide the “right” intervention component at the “right” time for an individual. As such, dynamical systems modeling represents a potentially important enabler for realizing the dream of personalized behavioral medicine.

Although the norm in system identification is to explicate transient responses within one system (i.e., idiographic data), recent explorations into the use of system identification within a behavioral context have explored ways to aggregate data (e.g., average values between individuals based on the assumption of ergodicity) across individuals to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio even further, assuming there is strong a priori justification for the grouping. As discussed earlier, two key groups that require further exploration are those individuals who maintain physical activity levels compared with those who do not. An increasingly popular approach for identifying variables that distinguish unknown groups within longitudinal data are growth mixture models (Duncan, Duncan, & Strycker, 2006). These analyses examine data to identify underlying or latent factors that explain and distinguish different groups and thus could be one fruitful method for understanding maintainers versus nonmaintainers.

The purpose of this study was to use dynamical systems modeling to explore how intervention components (i.e., self-monitoring, access to an exercise facility, behavioral initiation training, behavioral maintenance training) and exogenous variables (i.e., percentage of activity accomplished outdoors) may function differently among maintainers and nonmaintainers. Specifically, our goal was to use common data exploration practices from system identification (e.g., data visualization, progressive model building using system identification; Ljung, 2009, 2011) to generate empirically based hypotheses (King, Ahn, Atienza, & Kraemer, 2008) that could inform later a priori N-of-1 experimental testing of key intervention components that may promote improved maintenance of physical activity.
Method

Study Design

The Active Adult Mentoring Program study was a 16-week randomized controlled trial with an 18-month follow-up that tested the impact of peer volunteers as delivery agents of a social cognitive theory-based, group-mediated, physical activity intervention in sedentary adults aged 50 years and older living in a university community in the southeastern United States. Enrollment occurred on a rolling basis throughout 2007 and 2008 to control for seasonality effects. The full methods and results have been reported elsewhere (Buman, Giacobbi, et al., 2011) and are briefly reviewed here. Participants were randomized to one of two 16-week study arms: (a) peer-led advice and support for physical activity initiation and maintenance, or (b) a “standard” community-based physical activity promotion intervention. The main results suggested that, at 16 weeks, both arms had significant increases in physical activity, but with no significant differences between arms. At 18 months, the peer-led intervention arm had superior maintenance of physical activity relative to the standard arm, despite cessation of the intervention. Institutional approval was obtained for all aspects of the study protocol. The original study design was conceived to also test dynamical relationships with other key outcomes in older adults including sleep and cognition within the course of a physical activity promotion intervention; hence, an intensive repeated-measures design was adopted. In this article, we leverage this intensive repeated-measures design to explore additional questions related to the specific intervention components we had included in the study, to assess their impact on long-term maintenance of physical activity behavior. For these secondary analyses, we focus only on those individuals who were randomized to the active intervention group and completed the study ($N = 34$).

Intervention

Project Active Adult Mentoring Program was a multicomponent intervention grounded in social cognitive (Bandura, 1986) and self-determination (Deci & Ryan, 1985) theories. Prior to the intervention (Week 0), all participants were given a pedometer and a daily log for physical activity self-monitoring and were encouraged to track their behavior daily. At Session 1, participants received access to the community exercise facility in which the intervention sessions were held. This facility was available for use from Weeks 1 to 12. Weeks 2 to 7 focused on behavioral initiation training, where content focused on self-management skills for physical activity initiation including goal setting, problem solving, social support, and mental imagery exercises. Weeks 8 to 12 focused on maintenance training, where content focused on relapse prevention and developing a plan to transition to a home- or community-based exercise routine.

Measures

The Leisure-Time Exercise Questionnaire (LTEQ) was used to assess self-reported physical activity behavior through the intervention and for an additional week at 18-month follow-up. The LTEQ is a 3-item scale that asks participants to rate how many 20-minute bouts they engaged in mild, moderate, and strenuous leisure-time exercise (Godin & Shephard, 1985). Although typically used as a 7-day recall, in the current study the LTEQ was used as a daily measure to reduce recall bias and to allow for time intensive data. Daily reports of minutes of moderate to vigorous intensity physical activity (MVPA) were computed from the LTEQ by adding the number of bouts reported in the moderate and strenuous categories and multiplying by 20. In a randomly selected subsample of study participants ($n = 22, 11$ in each arm), we found evidence for adequate concurrent validity for the LTEQ with accelerometer-derived MVPA ($r = .48, p < .001$) as measured by the RT3 triaxial accelerometer (Stayhealthy, Monrovia, CA). Although pedometer data were available, we did not include these data as a comparison with the LTEQ as the intervention targeted all types of MVPA, and pedometers are known to be less accurate at capturing nonambulatory activities (Tudor-Locke, Williams, Reis, & Pluto, 2002). Immediately following daily completion of the LTEQ, participants were asked to indicate the number of exercise bouts that occurred indoors and outdoors. These data are expressed as a ratio of total bouts performed outdoors (outdoor bouts/ [outdoor + indoor bouts]). Finally, for the intervention components, we dichotomously coded each day of the intervention to represent when each of the intervention components were either present or absent. For example, gym membership became available at Day 8 and then taken away at Day 84. As such, Days 0 to 7 were labeled 0, Days 8 to 84 were labeled 1, and 85 on were labeled 0 again. This temporally linked coding scheme of intervention components is visually summarized in Figure 3.

Participants

We have limited our sample to only completers of the 16-week intervention in the peer-led intervention arm ($N = 41$ were randomized but $N = 34$ completed the study) to test how the full set of behavioral and intervention components may have differentially affected physical activity levels during the intervention between maintainers versus nonmaintainers (see Table 1). Specifically, we defined “maintainers” as those who reported ≥150 minutes of MVPA during the 18-month follow-up week of monitoring and “nonmaintainers” as those who reported less MVPA. Finally, because all intervention components were delivered during the first 13 weeks of the intervention period, and response rates to daily surveys were lower during the final 2-week period, we focused on data only from the first 14 weeks of measurement (1 baseline week and 13 intervention weeks). In total, our
sample for these analyses comprised 10 maintainers and 24 nonmaintainers who reported their physical activity over 98 consecutive days (see Table 1).

**Analysis Plan**

First, we developed time-series visuals of our output variable (i.e., daily MVPA, see Figure 3A and B) and input/disturbance variables, using basic features of MatLab. These included metrics for the time during the intervention when self-monitoring (i.e., use of a pedometer and daily recording of physical activity levels) occurred. Self-monitoring occurred throughout the entire study; however, we used an implicit assumption that self-monitoring was not occurring prior to the intervention and that MVPA values from the first measurement were similar to previous days not measured. This assumption provided us with the ability to model possible transient responses of MVPA to self-monitoring via system identification (Figure 1C and D). A dichotomous metric was entered for the timeframe when access to the exercise facility was available (Figure 3E and F). In addition, the separated percentage of attendance of maintainers and nonmaintainers who participated in behavioral initiation and/or maintenance training sessions and the self-reported percentage of activity accomplished outdoors were visualized (see Figure 3G-L). These visualizations aided in conceptualizing the most appropriate dynamical model response patterns.

We used functions provided by the System Identification Toolbox (SITB) in Matlab to perform model estimation and validation (Ljung, 2011). In particular, we rely on the estimation of continuous-time linear models from sampled data using the SITB’s pem command, which is implemented as part of the Process Models option in the SITB’s graphical user interface.
The model estimation employed in software applies a continuous-time identification approach with a sophisticated filtering approach that is well suited for demanding noisy environments and is able to accomplish multiple input estimation as well (Garnier, 2011; Ljung, 2009).

As dynamical systems modeling is not commonly used in behavioral research, a more thorough description of response patterns explored in this study are in order. A dynamical system model may use the classical first-order system structure (see Figure 1). This model is represented in differential equation form as follows:

$$\tau \frac{dy(t)}{dt} + y(t) = Kx(t).$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (1)

The signal $x(t)$ denotes the input signal, which could be manipulated (customarily denoted as $u$ in system identification) or an exogenous variable or disturbance (customarily denoted as $d$). $K$ is the steady-state gain (in units of $y/x$) whereas $\tau$ is the time constant, which is in units of time. An effective means for understanding the first-order system can be seen from observing the response of $y$ to a unit step change in $x$, as seen in Figure 1. The gain parameter $K$ denotes the change in the output $y$ at final time per unit of $x$. $\tau$, meanwhile, is indicative of the speed of response of the system. The smaller the value of $\tau$, the faster the system is to reach a settling point where the output variable levels off, a larger time constant denotes a slower system. More precisely, one time constant $\tau$ is equivalent to 63.2% of the modeled final value for a step input change, whereas $3\tau$ denotes $T_{95\%}$, or the 95% settling time. At $t = 5\tau$, the modeled-system step response is effectively settled, having reached over 99% of its final value. The first-order system displays a response curve that grows exponentially toward a new steady-state; this is known as an overdamped response. For the purposes of this article, we have focused on only first-order systems based on a priori expectations. That said, dynamical systems modeling includes capacities for capturing a variety of other response patterns such as oscillations, overshoots, or undershoots via second-order or higher derivatives (Ogunnaike & Ray, 1994).

An additional dynamical model structure that is relevant to this work involves a first-order system with integrator. This system is represented by a model that includes a second-order derivative and is expressed as follows:

$$\tau \frac{d^2y(t)}{dt^2} + \frac{dy(t)}{dt} = Kx(t).$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2)

Figure 2 depicts the response of $y$ for a unit step change in $x$ for a first-order system with integrator. This system is represented by a model that includes a second-order derivative and is expressed as follows:
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Model validation in system identification comprises many tasks, but ultimately corresponds to the researcher’s confidence that the estimated model will be suitable for an end use application (which can range anywhere from prediction of future outcomes to the design of an optimized intervention based on control systems engineering; Deshpande et al., 2011). For purposes of this article, we used a progressive model-building strategy whereby we add plausible inputs (i.e., self-monitoring, gym membership, behavioral initiation training, maintenance training, and percentage of activity accomplished outdoors) into a hierarchical series of models. Within these models we strived for the most parsimonious model that had the best model fit.

The model’s goodness-of-fit index is expressed as a percentage from 0% to 100% and calculated according to

$$ \text{Fit [\%]} = 100 \left( 1 - \frac{\|y(k) - \tilde{y}(k)\|_2}{\|y(k) - \bar{y}\|_2} \right) $$

Here $\tilde{y}(k)$ is the simulated output, $y(k)$ is the data to which the model is fit, and $\bar{y}$ is the average of all $y$ values and $\| \cdot \|_2$ indicates a vector 2-norm. As this is secondary data analysis, these goodness-of-fit estimates are more appropriately viewed as a numerical indicator of internal validity for the model explaining the available data rather than a determination of the external validity of these results translating into other systems. Finally, similar to exploratory factor analysis (Thompson, 2004), when some model parameters are entered, they may result in a better model fit, but the overall model does not fit well with conventional wisdom (e.g., a strong negative response for self-monitoring) or simply creates implausible outcomes (e.g., an increase of more than 1,000 min/day of MVPA). As such, the models are also judged based on conventional wisdom and plausibility of the model fits. As system identification emphasizes questions of how systems function, it does not have statistical significance testing for determining improved model fit. Therefore, no $p$-values were reported as that is not in line with this methodology, at present.

**Results**

**Visualization Results**

As described earlier, Figure 3 reports a time-series visualization of key output, input, and disturbance variables. Figures in the left column represent nonmaintainers, whereas figures on the right represent maintainers. Visual inspection from Figure 3A and B suggests that maintainers had a slightly greater increase early in the intervention (Days 0–40) and greater decrease later (Days 70–80) than nonmaintainers. Specifically, nonmaintainers showed a rapid increase in MVPA following completion of the baseline phase that then remained relatively steady for the rest of 14 weeks plotted with a possible slight reduction at the end that started around Week 11. In contrast, maintainers appeared to have a somewhat slower increase to steady state activity, but this state was actually higher overall than the nonmaintainers. In addition, the maintainers appeared to have a slightly further increase in MVPA around approximately Week 10. A visual inspection of the inputs suggests plausible links between them and fluctuations in daily MVPA.

**System Identification**

Table 2 summarizes results from our system identification modeling. For nonmaintainers, first-order modeling suggested that self-monitoring, gym membership, and percentage of outdoor activity resulted in the most parsimonious model fit that explained the most variance, with only a negligible impact from behavioral initiation training and maintenance training. Specifically, the overall model suggests self-monitoring contributed an increase of 8.8 min/day of MVPA that is reached by approximately Day 33.9 (i.e., 3σ). In addition, percentage of activity outdoors contributed an increase of 5.3 min/day of MVPA that is reached almost instantaneously. Finally, gym membership contributed a small but significant increase of 3.5 min/day of MVPA that is reached at approximately Day 16 of the intervention. Although model fit improved slightly for the nonmaintainers as more inputs were added, these other items (i.e., behavioral initiation and maintenance training) did not have an appreciable impact on MVPA. The final model explained 18.39% of the variance in MVPA observed across time for the nonmaintainer group (see Figure 4).

For maintainers, results suggest inclusion of self-monitoring, behavioral initiation training, maintenance training, and percentage of activity outdoors results in the strongest, theoretically plausible model. Although not included in Table 2, inclusion of gym membership in the model resulted in either reduced model fit or implausible results (e.g., increases or decreases in daily MVPA over 1,000 min/day). For maintainers, the final model suggested the greatest gains occurred based on the behavioral initiation training (i.e., a total gain over the intervention of 16.5 min/day, which settled around Day 29.1). The next most impactful variable for the model was percentage of activity outdoors with an almost immediate gain of 10.7 min/day of MVPA if individuals accomplished all of their MVPA outdoors. Although tested initially as a first-order model, a first-order integrator model appeared to better explain the impact of maintenance training on MVPA (i.e., rather than exponential growth that later settles, maintenance training appeared to influence MVPA in a delayed linear fashion). Specifically, results suggest the effects of maintenance training on MVPA only start to settle into an effect 9 days following the training. Following this initial 9 days, the maintenance training results in a steady increase of 1 min/day of MVPA. Finally,
self-monitoring also appears to be influential with a total gain of 3.0 min/day in MVPA that occurs rapidly (i.e., less than 1 day) and then levels off for the duration of the study. In all, this final model explained 23.4% of the variance in MVPA for maintainers (see Figure 4).

**Discussion**

Results from these secondary, exploratory analyses suggest the maintainers in our sample exhibited different patterns of MVPA during the trial compared with nonmaintainers in our sample.
sample. This observation was confirmed both via visual inspection and through the establishment of system identification models quantifying these differential patterns. Results further suggest that, for those individuals who maintained, behavioral initiation training, percentage of activity outdoors, self-monitoring, and maintenance training each helped explain observed variance in MVPA during the trial, although the magnitude of these effects varied. For maintainers, behavioral initiation training and percentage of activity outdoors appeared to be key factors driving MVPA, with a more modest impact of self-monitoring and maintenance training. In contrast, nonmaintainers appeared to be most influenced by self-monitoring, percentage of activity outdoors, and access to an exercise facility.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that has explored system identification modeling to understand differential patterns of response to individual components to further elucidate best strategies for promoting maintenance of physical activity. Conceptually these results suggest, at least among the older healthy adult population in our sample, interventions may work better at promoting long-term maintenance at 18 months if they focus on performing activity outdoors rather than indoor activities in an exercise facility. This conclusion is reached based on results suggesting that nonmaintainers in our sample were influenced by access to an exercise facility to increase their MVPA during the trial, whereas for maintainers in our sample, the higher percentage of time outdoors mapped to increases in their physical activity at the end of the intervention that appeared to be maintained for up to 18 months. Future research should further explore the potential unintended consequences of providing access to an exercise facility during the behavioral initiation phase of an intervention on long-term maintenance of physical activity behavior.

These results highlight how interventions may function differently to affect MVPA for those who later maintain compared with nonmaintainers. Although group mean-difference analyses can provide valuable insights for intervention packages (Fjeldsoe et al., 2011), they do not provide guidance on the influence of intervention components that can lead to more efficient and impactful interventions (Collins et al., 2007). Dynamical system models provide guidance into how an intervention may function, which could later serve as an “open-loop” model in a just in time adaptive, time-varying intervention based on control systems engineering principles (Collins, Murphy, & Bierman, 2004; Rivera et al., 2007). An adaptive intervention designed on the basis of control systems engineering principles (Rivera et al., 2007) directly incorporates dynamical models relating intervention dosages to outcomes to synthesize optimal decision rules that maximize (or minimize) a performance objective reflective of desirable intervention outcomes. Deshpande et al. (2011), for example, showed that anxiety self-reports can be used to adjust naltrexone dosage for treatment of fibromyalgia symptoms. In the context of this article, weather forecasts could be used in conjunction with the dynamical model relating outdoor activity to MVPA to anticipate periods of time amenable to outdoor activity; this information could then be communicated to intervention participants to enable better physical activity planning. It may be fruitful in future studies to explore variations in physical activity by weather individually by season where seasonal impact would vary experimentally for individuals.

**Limitations**

This investigation has several limitations. The study focused on secondary data analyses of a previously conducted study. As such, the sample was not explicitly designed for system identification methods nor was a large enough sample present to allow for validation of the models generated, thereby limiting any interpretation of the generalizability of these results. Related to design, several intervention components started and/or ceased together, thereby limiting our ability to parse out the differential impact of each intervention component. System identification techniques were explicitly designed for understanding response patterns in physical systems that are guided by fundamental laws of conservation (e.g., energy, matter, momentum). As such, the methods, by design, emphasize strong internal validity, particularly for modeling how a particular system functions. As alluded to
above, since system identification procedures are largely based on regression, there is the potential to take advantage of important lessons from statistical analytic techniques used in behavioral science to improve the methods, particularly for determining the generalizability of the results. With the current secondary data analyses, particularly without the use of a priori experimental designs that include a subset of data for validation of the models created, results from our models require replication within larger samples before any conclusions about generalizability of the results can be determined. Of particular importance, this study used only healthy older adults participating in a peer-led intervention. As such, additional research is required to determine if these results generalize to other intervention packages or populations including older adults with chronic conditions such as arthritis.

In addition, the primary outcome measure we used was not a continuous variable, but instead reported daily physical activity levels in 20-minute increments. Although we attempted to reduce the impact of this by averaging across meaningful groups, future research, particularly using truly among N-of-1 “systems,” should incorporate continuous measures of MVPA, such as accelerometry data. Although participants did receive a pedometer in this trial, the pedometer was used to provide a tracking and feedback mechanism for participants. The pedometers used were not designed to provide research-grade data (e.g., easy to reset the numbers, steps were calculated with only the movements of a ball) and therefore were not appropriate to use in these analyses. In addition, self-report of key variables was poor during the final weeks of the trial and was completely lacking from the end of the intervention trial until the 18-month mark, thereby limiting our understanding of long-term patterns of change. This may have been particularly impactful for the maintenance training intervention component as it was only activated during the final few weeks of the trial, thereby limiting our ability to fully map the response to maintenance training. In addition, self-monitoring was present throughout the measurement period. As such, conclusions about this particular intervention component are particularly tenuous. That said, based on the assumption that the effect of the self-monitoring would start to occur as soon as self-monitoring becomes available, the inclusion of it in the model still does provide some insights for understanding its impact on physical activity.

As discussed previously, although technically possible within system identification, commercial tools such as the System Identification Toolbox in MATLAB used in this work are not geared toward establishing statistical significance testing, particularly among clustered observations (e.g., participants who participated in the same group). As such, in these secondary analyses, which were primarily meant to drive hypothesis generation rather than hypothesis testing, we did not conduct formal statistical significance testing. As suggested by King et al. (2008), the type of exploratory analysis conducted in this study is a key first step for generating hypotheses and is conceptually distinct from hypothesis-testing endeavors. The results provide guidance for subsequent hypothesis-testing endeavors but should not be considered confirmatory (King et al., 2008).

To fully capture the strength of system identification within a behavioral context, future research could explore improving the methods by developing techniques for better determining statistical significance of the models, applying analytic lessons from mixed model analyses to a system identification context, and use of more explicit N-of-1 experimental designs that are more in line with a system identification tradition. That said, these secondary data analyses provide an important “proof of concept” and bridge for linking these two traditions. We believe the melding of lessons from behavioral science (i.e., significance testing, mixed model analyses) and engineering (i.e., system identification, N-of-1 study designs) will result in particularly fruitful and robust methods for understanding behavioral interventions.

**Future Directions**

To fully use the strengths of system identification and dynamical systems models, a priori N-of-1 experiments would need to be devised to test the differential impact of intervention components during an intervention trial. These idiographic study designs are being explored more frequently within behavioral research (Deshpande et al., 2011; Molenaar & Campbell, 2009; Rivera et al., 2007; Smith, 2012; Timms et al., 2012; Velicer, 2010). The use of a priori N-of-1 experimental designs, whereby different intervention components are systematically activated and then deactivated, coupled with system identification methods, would allow for a more appropriate testing of each individual intervention component, which could then be used for better explication of how each individual component influences (or does not influence) MVPA and developing control systems for behavioral interventions. Future research should explore the key variables identified within this study but use stronger within-subject study designs for disaggregating intervention impact on patterns of change. For example, using a mixture of an alternating treatment design with a Latin Square study design to control for ordering effects across participants might be particularly fruitful (Barlow & Hayes, 1979; Grant, 1948). As these methods primarily emphasize how a system functions, additional research using latent growth modeling could be a valuable complement for determining if different intervention components significantly identify differences between maintainers and nonmaintainers. Beyond this, to ensure these types of analyses can be replicated, a central tenet of science, interdisciplinary teams that include both behavioral scientists and engineers are required for conducting these types of analyses, at present. This will be particularly important to be mindful of when designing studies that explore questions related to temporally optimizing behavioral interventions to foster adaptive interventions; they will likely require a transdisciplinary team.
Conclusions

Overall, results suggested different patterns of responses to intervention components between those who report ≥150 min/week of MVPA at 18 months (i.e., maintainers) compared with those who do not (i.e., nonmaintainers). Results further emphasize that, for behavioral maintenance, engaging in physical activity outdoors, and therefore in a place that can always be accessed (as opposed to providing gym membership for only the intervention period), appeared to be important for differentially predicting behavioral maintenance. Future research should explore within-person experimental designs for better explicating the differential impact of each intervention component on physical activity levels. Overall though, the techniques used within this article offer a valuable “proof-of-concept” for the utility of system identification modeling within behavioral science that could open the door to improvements in theory, adaptive interventions, and pattern recognition of meaningful patterns for predicting long-term behavioral maintenance.
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